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Drum Trucks
Valley Craft’s line of drum handling trucks is the answer to safe and effective manual transport and handling of
drum inventories, and is available in a variety of styles to accommodate virtually any need. Choose from 2- and
4-wheel models. Both provide complete operator control and easy maneuverability on flat surfaces, ramps and
inclines. And all Valley Craft drum trucks feature our EZY-TiltTM design, making break-over of even the heaviest
loads incredibly simple.
2-Wheel Steel, Automatic Chime

TM

2-Wheel EZY-Rol Automatic Drum Trucks
feature Valley Craft’s exclusive EZY-TiltTM design
and spring-loaded chime hook so the operator
never has to touch the drum. Choice of steel or
aluminum. Shoes adjust to handle 30- and 55gal. drums up to 1000 lbs. Available with optional
hand brakes for added safety. Replaceable
wheels, shoes and axles available. Five chime
hook and three wheel options available.

Model
Tires
Prod Wt
Pneumatic
67 lbs.
F81600A9
F82025A4 Pneum. w/brake 78 lbs.
Solid
70 lbs.
F81735A7
78 lbs.
F82150A1 Solid w/brake
66 lbs.
Mold-On
F81895A3
4-Wheel Steel, Automatic Chime
Model

Tires

Pneumatic
F82375A0
F83160A7 Pneum. w/brake
Solid
F82895A1
F83450A6 Solid w/brake
Mold-On
F82845A2

Prod Wt
84
89
80
83
82

lbs.
lbs.
lbs.
lbs.
lbs.

2-Wheel Aluminum, Auto Chime
Model
TM

4-Wheel EZY-Rol Automatic Drum Trucks are
available in steel or spark resistant aluminum and
feature Valley Craft’s exclusive EZY-TiltTM design
and spring-loaded chime hooks. Operator never
has to touch the drum. Trucks handle 30- and 55gal. drums up to 1000 lbs. Available with optional
hand brakes. Models feature replaceable wheels,
shoes and axles. Five chime hook and three
wheel options available.

Tires

Pneumatic
F81500A0
F81925A7 Pneum. w/brake
Solid
F81625A0
F82050A2 Solid w/brake
Mold-On
F81770A3

Prod Wt
45
50
50
55
55

lbs.
lbs.
lbs.
lbs.
lbs.

4-Wheel Aluminum, Auto Chime
Model

Tires

Pneumatic
F82175A2
F82960A1 Pneum. w/brake
Solid
F82425A0
F83210A7 Solid w/brake
Mold-On
F82645A4

Prod Wt
49 lbs.
54 lbs.
48 lbs.
52 lbs.
50 lbs.

Endorsed by insurance companies and safety engineers
Replaceable shoes are welded to a 12”-long shaft which is inserted into the truck frame for extra strength. Shoe size:
1

/2” thick x 3” wide x 51/2” long.

Our exclusive, automatic, spring-loaded chime hooks are an essential part of Valley Craft’s EZY-TiltTM design.
Loading and unloading is as easy as 1 2 3, and the operator never has to touch the drum.

1. Place shoes securely
against base of drum.
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2. Tip frame against drum
to engage hook.

valleycraft.com 800.328.1480

3. Break over load and rest on
all four wheels.

Made in the U.S.A.

Drum Trucks
Optional Chime Hooks:
Spring-loaded automatic chime hooks are unique to Valley Craft drum trucks and offer drum handlers a safer and
easier alternative. All drum trucks feature a standard chime hook. However, hooks come available in a variety of
styles for effective handling of almost any type of drum.

Standard Chime Hook:

Plastic Drum Chime Hook:

Spring-loaded
hook automatically
engages drum rim
quickly and easily
for safe loading &
unloading. Comes
standard on all
drum trucks.

Cable Hoop Chime Hook:

Designed to drop
over the bung hole
projection on
plastic drums. Also
handles standard
drums. May be
used on aluminum
frame hand trucks.

For drums
without a
chime. A cable
on the standard
chime wraps
around drum
and secures it
to the truck.

Locking Cover Chime Hook:

Fiber Drum Chime Hook:
An extension of
the standard chime
hook allows it to
reach 1” further
and hook the rim
of fiber drums.
Also handles
standard drums.

Longer reach is
offered to handle
drums with
locking covers.
Handles standard
drums and may
be used on
aluminum trucks.

NOTE: When ordering optional chime hooks, add the following letters to the model number:
P = Plastic Drum Hook
L = Locking Cover Hook

F = Fiber Drum Hook
C = Cable Hoop Hook

Tire Options:
Pneumatic Tire
12 x 31/2”
Disassembles
to replace tire
and tube.

Molded-On Tire
10 x 21/2”
Brakes not
available with
this wheel.

Solid Rubber Tire
10 x 21/2”
Standard tire on
all drum trucks.

Optional Braking System:
Our unique braking system features a simple hand lever
that operates brake bands equally on both load-carrying
wheels, providing a safer and more efficient way to move
heavy loads. These brakes give the operator complete
control on ramps and inclines, and keep the wheels
stationary while breaking over loads. Not available with
molded-on solid rubber tires.

Made in the U.S.A.
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Distribution Trucks
Standard Platform Trucks:
EZY-ROLTM lightweight, non-corrosive aluminum platform trucks are constructed for versatility and reliabilty. These
trucks offer operators multifaceted opportunities for increased efficiency, including hefty handling capacities, a variety of
options and standard or quick-turn wheel patterns.
The diamond treadplate deck on
the EZY-RolTM Platform Truck
and handle with two crossbars
effectively prevent slipping and
stabilize the load. The handle is
constructed of steel tubing and
can be inserted at either end of
the truck. Platform trucks are
also available with exclusive twowheel hand brakes for ultimate
control. Solid rubber casters are
recommended mainly for use on
smooth, hard surfaces. All

Standard
steering wheel
pattern is
designed for
ease and
stability when
handling uneven,
bulky loads.
Quick-turn wheel
pattern allows
the truck to turn
inside itself for
maneuverability
in tight areas,
and easily tilts to
unload.

models ship via UPS except brake
models which come fully
assembled.
Hand brake model

Standard Non-Tilt Platform Truck
Model
Platform
Tires Capacity

• All-welded, aluminum, channel frame
with diamond treadplate deck
• Lightweight, non-corrosive aluminum
construction supports up to 2,000 lbs.
• 6” or 8” solid rubber casters

F8
F8
F8
F8
F8
F8
F8
F8
F8
F8

3710
3712
3713
3715
3716
3730
3732
3733
3735
3736

A2
A0
A9
A7
A6
A8
A6
A5
A3
A2

24” x
24” x
24” x
30” x
30” x
24” x
24” x
24” x
30” x
30” x

36”
48”
60”
48”
60”
36”
48”
60”
48”
60”

6” x
6” x
6” x
6” x
6” x
8” x
8” x
8” x
8” x
8” x

2”
2”
2”
2”
2”
2”
2”
2”
2”
2”

1600
1600
1600
1600
1600
2000
2000
2000
2000
2000

lbs
lbs
lbs
lbs
lbs
lbs
lbs
lbs
lbs
lbs

Brake Models
F8 3737 A1
F8 3738 A0

30” x 60”
30” x 60”

10” x 2” solid
12” x 2” air

2000 lbs
2000 lbs

Quick-Turn Tilt Platform Truck
Model
Platform Tires Capacity
F8
F8
F8
F8
F8
F8
F8
F8
F8
F8

3720
3722
3723
3725
3726
3740
3742
3743
3745
3746

A0
A8
A7
A5
A4
A6
A4
A3
A1
A0

24” x
24” x
24” x
30” x
30” x
24” x
24” x
24” x
30” x
30” x

36”
48”
60”
48”
60”
36”
48”
60”
48”
60”

6” x
6” x
6” x
6” x
6” x
8” x
8” x
8” x
8” x
8” x

2”
2”
2”
2”
2”
2”
2”
2”
2”
2”

1600
1600
1600
1600
1600
2000
2000
2000
2000
2000

lbs
lbs
lbs
lbs
lbs
lbs
lbs
lbs
lbs
lbs

Ergo-Cart:
The up-front operator position of
the ErgoCartTM provides benefits
not available on traditional
platform trucks. Improved visibility
allows for less chance of
accidents while emerging from
aisles or turning corners, and the
braking system adds safety. The
H handle offers maximum
mobility and allows the operator
to quickly move in and out of the
operating position to manage the
load in congested areas. The 6wheel design allows easy turning
within cart’s own radius, and the
two-gate body design allows the
cart to be piled higher while the
up front position increases
operating speed and safety.

Six-Wheel
design, four
rotating casters
and two fixed
center casters,
allows easy
turning within
cart’s own radius

• Ergonomically-designed, upfront operator position offers
improved visibility
• H-style handle allows for quick
and safe operation in congested
areas
• 2000-lb. capacity
• Complete with braking system
• 6-wheel design allows cart to
turn on its own radius

Multi-Use Platform Truck
Model
Platform
Tires
Capacity
F8 4999 A4
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30” x 60”

(4)8” (2)10”

2000 lbs

• 2-gate design increases cargo
height allowance
• Safety & ease-of-use built in

Made in the U.S.A.

Distribution Trucks
Built to handle heavy, cumbersome loads and crafted to last through years of rugged use. Valley Craft’s distribution
line is backed by our quality guarantee to ensure you of a superior product with maximum capability.
Standard twin-handle beverage trucks
have a tapered frame with twin handles
and are available with a flat back or curved
back bands for cylinder handling. Capacity
is 10 cases, two half barrels or one CO2
cylinder. Aluminum tubing construction is
lightweight and easy to handle. Heavy-duty,
8”-deep and 10”-deep steel shoes are
standard. Optional hand brakes provide
control over heavy loads for safer transport
on ramps, stairs and over curbsides.

Model

Curved Back Beverage Truck
Dimensions
Shoe
Tires

Cap.

F8
F8
F8
F8

3880
3881
3970
3971

A6
A5
A7
A6

51”H x 201/2”W 8” x 16” Premium Pneum
51”H x 201/2”W 10” x 16” Premium Pneum
8” x 16” Premium w/brakes
51”H x 19”W
51”H x 19”W 10” x 16” Premium w/brakes

F8
F8
F8
F8

3937
3947
3941
3944

A9
A7
A3
A0

51”H
51”H
51”H
51”H

600
600
600
600

lbs
lbs
lbs
lbs

600
600
600
600

lbs
lbs
lbs
lbs

Flat Back Beverage Truck
x
x
x
x

201/2”W 8” x 16”
201/2”W 10” x 16”
201/2”W 8” x 16”
201/2”W 10” x 16”

Premium Pneum
Premium Pneum
Prem. w/fenders
Prem. w/fenders

Standard utility trucks have a large,
functional frame for moving materials of
all types, both in plant and on deliveries.
Frame has curved back bands and twin
handles. Aluminum tubing construction
is lightweight and easy to handle. 11/8”
O.D. steel tubing frames are also
available for long-lasting, heavy-duty
use. All joints are form-fitted for
maximum strength and durability. Steel
axle is replaceable. Standard shoe size
is 10” x 19”. Truck measures 51”H x
23”W and rolls easily over virtually any
surface on premium pneumatic tires.

Loop-handle utility trucks are similar to
standard beverage trucks and easily maneuver
with just one hand for maximum versatility.
Aluminum tubing construction is lightweight
and easy to handle. Features heavy-duty, 8”deep, steel shoe. Replaceable steel axle is
protected by a sturdy housing and rolls
smoothly on maintenance-free, sealed
bearings. Oversized skidrails are protected by
replaceable steel guards. Standard shoe size
is 8” x 16”. Truck measures 51”H x 201/2”W and
rolls easily over virtually any surface on
premium pneumatic tires.
Item no. F8 4335 A5, 600-lb. capacity

Item no. F8 4066 A0, 600-lb. capacity

Case trucks are the same width as a
beverage case and conveniently fit into tightly
stacked rows of cased goods. The alumnium
frame has a long straight design to handle
cases stacked six high. Heavy-duty, 8”-deep,
steel shoe is standard. Replaceable steel axle
is protected by a sturdy housing and rolls
smoothly on maintenance-free, sealed
bearings. Oversized skidrails are protected by
replaceable steel guards. Standard shoe size
is 8” x 16”. Truck measures 51”H x 191/2”W and
rolls easily over virtually any surface on
premium pneumatic tires.

Trayless 12-pack delivery trucks have
an extra wide frame to securely handle
bulky trayless beverage packs, and its
light weight aluminum frame makes it
easy to transport. Standard shoe size is
8” x 16”. Truck measures 51”H x 191/2”W
and rolls easily over virtually any
surface on premium pneumatic tires.
Oversized skidrails are protected by
replaceable steel guards.
Item no. F8 1797 A2, 600-lb. capacity

Item no. F8 4580 A7, 600-lb. capacity

Post Protectors
1.2”
2.3”

Universal Post Protectors:
As the name implies, the Universal Post Protector is designed to
protect almost any industrial racking system on the market. Heavyduty 1/4” steel makes the Post Protector virtually indestructable. It will
add years to the life of your existing racks by protecting the posts
from accidental denting and marring. Includes hardware for
installation. Measures 6”W x 71/4”D.

Model
F8 5060 A3
F8 5061 A2
F8 5062 A1

Post Protector
Height
Color
18”
12”
24”

Safety Yellow
Safety Yellow
Safety Yellow

Prod. Wt.
10 lbs
8 lbs
12 lbs

3.875”

12”

6“

3.5”

valleycraft.com 800.328.1480
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Specialty Trucks
EZY-TiltTM mini-pallet handling trucks make bag handling easier than ever before. The patented EZY-TiltTM design reduces handling of cargo
and eliminates damaged bags. Simply slide the angled truck forks under the load, tilt forward to lock forks in place and break-over the load.
EZY-TiltTM Pallet Trucks are
constructed of rugged 14-gauge, 11/8”
O.D. steel tubing with form-fitted joints
and solid welds, with reinforcement
intentionally placed at the points of
greatest stress. Steel, double-forked
shoe locks into position automatically
and is easily released by tripping a
foot lever. Forks are available in two
standard lengths. 1” steel axle is
encased in a protective housing.
Available with optional hand brakes.
Replaceable parts include shoes,
axles, wheels and tires for easy
service and longer life. Optional aluminum frame is lighter
than its steel counterpart, but just as reliable. Constructed of
15/16”, spark-resistant tubing, aluminum is recommended for
services when the truck must be transported, and for use
around corrosive materials. 1000-lb. capacity.

Optional Deep Frame Pallet Truck
has a 6” longer frame and 19” skid
rails to prevent truck from falling
back on operator. Features 14-ga.,
11/8” O.D. steel tubing with formfitted joints and solid welds, or
15/16”, spark-resistant aluminum
tubing. Available with optional hand
brakes. 1000-lb. capacity.

Standard 2-Wheel, Steel Frame
Model
Frame H x W Shoe
Tires
Pneumatic
F8 4731 A5 48 x 141/2”
11”
Pneumatic
F8 4738 A8 48 x 141/2”
13 3/4”
F8 4878 A8 48 x 141/2”
11” Pneumatic w/Brakes
F8 4879 A7 48 x 141/2”
13 3/4” Pneumatic w/Brakes
Solid
F8 4760 A9 48 x 141/2”
11”
Solid
F8 4776 A1 48 x 141/2”
13 3/4”
Solid w/Brake
F8 4882 A2 48 x 141/2”
11”
Solid w/Brake
F8 4883 A1 48 x 141/2”
13 3/4”
Mold-On
F8 4790 A3 48 x 141/2”
11”
Mold-On
F8 4793 A0 48 x 141/2”
13 3/4”
Standard 2-Wheel, Aluminum Frame
Pneumatic
F8 4725 A3 48 x 141/2”
11”
Pneumatic
F8 4727 A1 48 x 141/2”
13 3/4”
F8 4876 A0 48 x 141/2”
11” Pneumatic w/Brakes
F8 4877 A9 48 x 141/2”
13 3/4” Pneumatic w/Brakes
Solid
F8 4745 A9 48 x 141/2”
11”
Solid
F8 4753 A8 48 x 141/2”
13 3/4”
Solid w/Brake
F8 4880 A4 48 x 141/2”
11”
Solid w/Brake
F8 4892 A0 48 x 141/2”
13 3/4”
Mold-On
F8 4797 A6 48 x 141/2”
11”
Mold-On
F8 4752 A9 48 x 141/2”
13 3/4”

Deep Frame, Steel
Model
Frame H x W Shoe
Tires
13 3/4”
Pneumatic
F8 4907 A3 54 x 141/2”
13 3/4” Pneumatic w/Brakes
F8 4940 A2 54 x 141/2”
13 3/4”
Solid
F8 4910 A8 54 x 141/2”
13 3/4”
Solid w/Brake
F8 4944 A8 54 x 141/2”
13 3/4”
Mold-On
F8 4911 A7 54 x 141/2”
Deep Frame, Aluminum
13 3/4”
Pneumatic
F8 4906 A4 54 x 141/2”
13 3/4”
Solid
F8 4908 A2 54 x 141/2”
13 3/4” Pneumatic w/Brakes
F8 4938 A6 54 x 141/2”

4-Wheel Steel Pallet Truck feature a set of 6” swivel casters mounted on
extended skid rails, allowing the truck to carry the entire weight of the load. The
rear wheels fix the angle at which the frame is balanced, so these trucks are
recommended for use on flat surfaces or inclines of no more than 10 degrees and
with loads that are not extremely deep in relation to the height. Features 133/4”
shoe and 10” solid tires. Frame measures 48 x 141/2”. Constructed of 14-gauge,
11/8” O.D. steel tubing. Replaceable parts include shoes, axles, wheels and tires
for easy service and longer life.
Item no. F8 4813 A6, 1000-lb. capacity.

Plastic Pallets designed especially for EZY-TiltTM Pallet Trucks, come in two different
sizes with a stringer height of 11/2” to meet your various handling needs. Pallets are
black in color and easily handle up to 800 lbs. Sold in bundles of 25.
Item Z8 4976 A3: 12” x 24”

Item Z8 4978 A1: 15” x 24”

Four-Wheel, Steel
Deep Frame Bag & Box Trucks
features a set of 6” swivel casters
Model
Frame H x W Shoe
Tires
Solid
mounted on extended skid rails, F8 4808 A3 54 x 141/2” 10x19”
10x19”
F8 4825 A2 54 x 141/2”
Solid w/Brake
allowing the truck to carry the
Four-Wheel, Aluminum
entire weight of the load on the
10x19”
F8 4800 A1 54 x 141/2”
Solid
10” rugged, steel shoe. Choose
10x19”
F8 4820 A7 54 x 141/2”
Solid w/Brake
1
from 14-gauge, 1 /8” O.D. steel
tubing frame with form-fitted joints, or 15/16”, spark-resistant aluminum frame.
Available with optional hand brakes.
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Specialty Trucks
EZY-ROLTM and EZY-TiltTM brand heavy-duty specialty trucks are known for their long-lived strength and employability. Their
individual design and superior workmanship make specialty applications safe and simple.

Spark-resistant aluminum cylinder
trucks for safe, efficient handling of
pressurized tanks. Choose the heavyduty single frame for cylinders 9” in
diameter, or the multi-tank frame that
fits over the regular box frame for use
with most standard size cylinders.
Balanced frames roll easily on 12” x
31/2”, fully-pneumatic tires and feature
hand brakes for added safety. Multitank frame is available with and
without brakes. 1” steel axle is
enclosed in protective housing with
sealed bearings. Trucks are
constructed of 15/16” O.D. aluminum
tubing with notched joints and solid
welds. 600-lb. capacity.
Model
Dimensions
Shoe Size
Single Cylinder Aluminum Frame
4” x 111/2”S
49”H x 20”W
F8 1238 A9
7” x 141/2”S
49”H x 23”W
F8 1303 A9
Two-Cylinder Aluminum Frame
10” x 19”A
50”H x 22”W
F8 6065 A6
F8 6070 A9 50”H x 22”W w/o brake 10” x 19”A

EZY-TiltTM Appliance Trucks are
designed to move heavy loads with
confidence and safety. All-welded
frames of 11/16” O.D. aluminum
tubing are reinforced with solid
welded joints. 15-foot nylon strap
with positive ratchet tightener holds
load securely in place. Strapping
attachement moves vertically on the
mounting bar to adjust to any load
size, and is equipped with a guide
to eliminate twisting. Replaceable
steel axle is protected by sturdy
aluminum housing and sealed
bearings. Replaceable steel skids
protect the frame and padded rails
protect the finished surface of the
load. Flexible-belt stair climbers
allow easy movement up and down
stairs without damage to stairs or
cargo. Belts roll smoothly on plastic
rollers. Standard shoe size is 5” x
23”. Truck measures 54”H x 23”W
overall.

A4
A3
A0
A7

Description
Frame w/mold-on tires
Frame w/Never Flat tires
Flat Forks
Transmission Forks

Item no. F8 6181 A5, 1200-lb. cap.

Item no. F8 1089 A9, 600-lb. capacity.

The Multi-Use Cart makes transferring
heavy transmission cases, engines and
cumbersome parts bins a safe and
efficient task. Add safety to your workplace
and incorporate this heavy duty
transmission case truck within your
distribution center, on your semis and
inside your garage area. There are a
variety of attachments available for multipurpose use. Order the frame with the
desired tires, and choose from heavy-wall
2" sq. adjustable steel tube forks or flat
forks.

Model
F8 6182
F8 5882
F8 5261
F8 5264

Valley Craft’s Heavy Duty
Vending Cart is specially
designed for the handling and
transport of vending machines up
to 1200 lbs. All-aluminum cart
features tubular welded frame
with curved back and added
bracing. Drop-down leg system
makes transporting extra heavy,
bulky loads safe and easy. Truck
measures 70”H x 26 5/8”W.
Breakover effort reduced by 50%
with 12” foam-filled tires with roller
bearings for effortless handling of
heavy loads, proper clearance
through doorways, and easy
transport over curbsides. Wheels
retract into truck frame for easy
handling while unloaded and for
compact storage. 3/16” steel
reinforced shoe measures 12” x
22”. Includes swivel ratchet with
nylon strap.

Dimensions
531/8”H x 24”W
531/8” H x 24”W
183/8” L x 4”W
183/4” L x 2”H x 2”W

Flat Forks

Transmission Forks

• One-person handling for increased safety with
heavy loads
• Constructed of heavy duty 11/4” x 12-ga. wall
tube frame
• Balanced for maneuverability through
congested areas
• Inside fork adjustment range measures
0 - 11 1/2"
• Rolls on 10” x 2.5” mold-on wheels, or 10”
Never-FlatTM wheels
• Handles up to 800 lbs.

valleycraft.com 800.328.1480
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Tilt Trucks
The name means quality. EZY-ROLTM brand tilt trucks are manufactured to handle bulky loads with stability and ease. The tapered
end style of these uniquely designed units make them adaptable to a variety of material handling needs.
4-Wheel Dual Tapered Tilt Trucks are constructed of 14-ga. steel with
leak-proof solid welds on the seams for long-lasting, dependable service.
The running gear consists of two fixed casters reinforced by steel tubing,
and two swivel steering
casters. Tapered ends allow
66 / "
tilt truck to adapt to virtually
36 / "
48"
Overall
any material handling
Width
8/ "
situation, and provide for
safe and easy loading and
39"
unloading. Hemmed lip
Overall
Height
around the top edge of the
truck provides reinforcement
with bulky loads, and steel
handles aid in
4-Wheel Dual-Tapered End Style
30 / "
manuevering
2 fixed casters, 2 rear swivel steering casters
trucks.
Rolls
on
Dimensions
Tires
Capacity
Mold-On 14.3 cu. ft. / 2000 lbs. 8” molded-on
39H” x 68L” x 30W”
From floor to top of tip
Mold-On 17.2 cu. ft. / 2000 lbs. solid casters.
39H” x 68L” x 36W”
14

14

14

3

Model
F8 5142 A5
F8 5161 A1

Model
F8 5096 A1

4

3-Wheel Dual Tapered Tilt Trucks roll on two axle-mounted wheels with
ball bearings and one rear swivel caster with roller bearings. Truck is
constructed of 14-ga. steel with leak-proof solid welds on the seams.
Tapered ends allow tilt
truck to adapt to virtually
243/4"
48"
any material handling
8 1/4"
situation, and provide for
safe and easy loading and
unloading. Hemmed lip
303/4"
around the top edge of the
39"
truck provides
Overall
Height
reinforcement with bulky
loads, and steel handles
aid in
3-Wheel Dual-Tapered End Style
manuevering
From floor to top of tip
2 fixed casters, 1 rear swivel steering caster
trucks. Rolls on
Dimensions
Tires
Capacity
8” molded-on
39H” x 68L” x 24W”
Mold-On 11.2 cu. ft. / 1500 lbs.
solid casters.

3-Wheel Tapered Tilt Trucks roll on two axle-mounted wheels with ball
bearings and one swivel caster with roller bearings mounted at either the
tapered end of truck or flat end. Truck is constructed of 14-ga. steel with
leak-proof solid welds on
the seams. Tapered ends
36 / "
allow tilt truck to adapt to
Overall
Width
36
/
"
virtually any material
handling situation, and
provide for safe and easy
loading and unloading.
Hemmed lip around the top
39"
Overall
edge of the truck provides
Height
reinforcement with bulky
30 / "
loads, and steel
3-Wheel Single-Tapered End Style
From floor to top of lip
handles aid in
2 fixed casters, 1 rear swivel on tapered end
manuevering
Dimensions
Tires
Capacity
trucks. Rolls on 8”
9 cu. ft. / 1000 lbs.
Mold-On
39H” x 48L” x 24W”
2 fixed casters, 1 front swivel on flat end
molded-on solid
9 cu. ft. / 1000 lbs.
Mold-On
39H” x 48L” x 24W”
48"
casters.
14

1

8

34

Model
F8 5056 A9
F8 5057 A8

Made in the U.S.A.
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